
How to Find the Best Deals on kerala vacation packages

Are you longing for a tropical paradise where palm-fringed beaches, lush greenery, and serene
backwaters await you? Look no further than Kerala, the "God's Own Country." With its diverse
landscapes, vibrant culture, and warm hospitality, Kerala is a top destination for travelers seeking a
unique and unforgettable vacation. To make your trip even more enticing, we will guide you on how to
find the best deals on kerala vacation packages.

1. Start with Squid Travel's Exclusive Kerala
Boat House Honeymoon Package

Before we delve into the broader options, consider
the unique offerings of Squid Travel. Their
exclusive Boat House Honeymoon Package
promises to be a memorable experience for couples.
This package combines luxury, privacy, and
serenity, all on board a houseboat.

2. Research and Compare

When it comes to finding the best deals on Kerala
vacation packages, knowledge is power. Start by
conducting thorough research. The internet is your
best friend here. Look for travel agencies, websites,
and platforms that offer Kerala tour packages. Make
a list of potential options, and be sure to include

Squid Travel for their distinctive Boat House Honeymoon Package.

3. Set Your Budget

Once you have a list of potential vacation packages, it's essential to set a budget. Determine how much
you are willing to spend on your Kerala vacation. Setting a budget will help you narrow down your
options and prevent you from overspending.

4. Consider the Duration of Your Stay

Another vital factor to consider is the duration of your stay in Kerala. Kerala vacation packages can vary
in length, so decide whether you want a short getaway or an extended stay. The duration of your trip will
influence the overall cost, so be sure to account for this when searching for deals.

https://www.squidtravelindia.com/package/kerala-tours


5. Look for Inclusions and Exclusions

Different kerala tour package offer various inclusions and exclusions. Some may include airfare,
accommodations, meals, and guided tours, while others might only cover accommodations. Make a list of
what you expect to be included in your package and ensure that your chosen deal aligns with your
preferences.

6. Read Reviews and Seek Recommendations

Reading reviews and seeking recommendations from friends or family who have traveled to Kerala can
provide valuable insights into the best deals available. They can share their experiences and help you
avoid potential pitfalls.

7. Compare Prices

Once you have gathered information on different Kerala vacation packages, compare their prices. Keep in
mind that the cheapest option may not always be the best. Consider the overall value, inclusions, and
reputation of the tour operator before making a decision.

8. Contact Travel Agencies Directly

Sometimes, speaking with a travel agent directly can help you secure a better deal. Travel agencies may
have access to exclusive discounts and packages not available online. Don't hesitate to reach out to Squid
Travel as well, as personalized customer service can often lead to customized deals.

conclusion

Finding the best deals on kerala tour packages involves thorough research, setting a budget, and
considering various factors like duration, inclusions, and exclusions. Remember to explore the unique
offering by Squid Travel, the Boat House Honeymoon Package, as an exceptional option for couples. By
following these tips and keeping an open mind, you can ensure a fantastic and budget-friendly Kerala
vacation. Your dream vacation to "God's Own Country" awaits!
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